
EPS139/230

Paleoclimate as Prologue

This version last updated April 17, 2019.
If there is a more recent version, it would be here.

Instructor: Peter Huybers (phuybers@fas.harvard.edu)

Teaching Fellow: Teddy Amdur (amdur@g.harvard.edu)

Time: Mondays, 3:00-5:00pm.

Office hours: Mondays 2:00-3:00pm, 5:00-6:00pm, or by arrangement.

Section: Thursdays, 4-6pm in Geo 413. Other times may be arranged by appointment.

Location: HUCE 429

Course Description: In this course we will explore and quantitatively assess major past
events in Earth’s history involving temperature, sea level, and the cryosphere and
compare these with respect to our understanding of current and predicted changes.
The class will take a ’raw-data’ and ’first-principles’ approach to the subject—raw
data in the sense that we will work with quantities that are directly observed in order
to make estimates and draw inferences, and first principles in the sense of focussing on
basic mechanisms. Working backward in time, topics will include modern temperature
variability, the Little Ice Age, Medieval Warm Period, and more ancient climates. This
year there will also be an emphasis on using historical artwork to contextualize and,
perhaps, quantify climate change over past centuries. Each class will involve lecture,
discussion, and in-class data analysis.

Prerequisites: Background in climate dynamics, statistical analysis, and working with
Matlab or R are useful, though not required.

Grading: Grades will be assigned based on in-class participation (20%), homework in the
from of data analyses and literature review (30%), and a final project that consists of
a preliminary pitch (5%), short in-class presentation (15%), and an approximately 10
page report (35%).

Preliminary pitch: Midway through the course students are asked to provide a two-slide
pitch regarding what they are interested in pursuing as part of their final project. Please
feel free to ask for help regarding potential topics, datasets, or analysis procedures.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/4ogz0yqvrmcs58h/syllabus_EPS139.pdf?dl=0
http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~phuybers
https://eps.harvard.edu/people/ted-amdur


Final presentation: Each student is asked to conduct a novel analysis on paleoclimate
data and prepare a 10 minute presentation on the results. The core of the presentation
should entail results of your independent analyses. Analyses can be extensions from
class work, drawn from independent work that you have performed outside of class,
or explore a topic that is entirely new to you. Although you can formulate the pre-
sentation as best you see fit, a general format might include an introduction to the
problem and existing literature (∼2 slides), overview of the data and methods used in
the analysis(∼3 slides), discussion of results and conclusions (∼3 slides), and noting
potential lines of future work (∼1 slide).

Collaboration: Collaboration on in-class assignments is encouraged in the form of discus-
sion and sharing ideas. All written material and code that is turned in as part of a
class assignment, however, should be written individually. For the final project, stu-
dents may form groups of two, in which case the final presentation and report will,
respectively, increase in duration and length by 50%.

Course References: A reading from the scientific literature will be provided for each class,
along with supplementary material giving further background. These will be discussed
in class. Additionally, a course references folder with useful additional reading and
helpful textbooks is available here.

Harvard Art Museums: The class will meet 3 times in the Harvard Art Museum. First,
we will tour the dye collection and learn about how dyes were made, used, and subse-
quently aged—particularly as pertains to the works of Rothco. Second, we will tour the
digital photography collection to better understand how artwork is digitally rendered.
Finally, we will view some original works that will have been analysed in class.

Matlab Bootcamp: If you are interested in obtaining extra assistance in coming up to
speed with programming in Matlab, you may consider registering for this Havard run
Matlab Bootcamp course. Note that enrollment is limited. Alternatively you may
consider this online course.

Topics

Jan 28th
Background on modern and future climate change

• In-class materials can be downloaded at Lecture01.

• Lecture: Course overview

Feb 4th
Instrumental temperatures and proxies of Little Ice Age cli-
mate
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/q546xmncsuv1v22/AADYQgdltkVNmmXi--8zs8Rza?dl=0
https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/fasmatlab/MATLAB+Boot+Camp+Home
https://matlabacademy.mathworks.com/R2017b/portal.html?course=gettingstarted
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rh4fules094q5ee/AACuBque2jYtZUwXtmaIh6g2a?dl=0


• Lecture02.

• Reading: Before class read Nussbaumer and Zumbhl (2012) and send a two-
paragraph discussion. In the first paragraph outline the techniques used and
what is reported regarding variations in Glacier des Bossons, and in the second
describe some strengths and weaknesses of this historical method of reconstruc-
tion. Please email your summaries ahead of class to phuybers@gmail.com and
amdur@g.harvard.edu with the title ’EPS139/230 summary’.

• Analyses: Image capturing and manipulation in Matlab. Please email to phuy-
bers@gmail.com and amdur@g.harvard.edu a short description of the analysis you
attempted, along with a plot or two and your code. Code.

Feb 11th
Tour of the Forbes Pigment Collection; Rothco Restored; Lecture–
why the Little Ice Age

• Lecture03.

• Reading: Before class read Zerefos et al. (2014) and send a two-paragraph discus-
sion regarding the analysis of imagery discussed in the paper along with its short-
comings, and then discussion of the potential or improvements you can foresee.
Email summaries ahead of class to phuybers@gmail.com and amdur@g.harvard.edu
with the title ’EPS139/230 summary’.

• Data: Proxy temperature reconstructions

• Analyses: Inferring Earth’s climate sensitivity

Feb 18th
President’s Day

Feb 25th
Digital Imaging and Visual Resources

• Lecture04.

• Tour Somerville photo studios; meet with fine-arts photographers, and digital
imaging and emerging technology specialists.

• Reading: Before class read Crowley (2000) and send a two-paragraph discussion
summarizing the paper and its key findings and discussing strengths and weak-
nesses of the approach, and whether artworks as a climate proxy would or would
not be of use in resolving any uncertainties seen here in the climate record.

Mar 4th
Climate sensitivity and proxies

• Lecture05.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/k0ek3h5fsr0yecp/lecture02.key?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qnx3torzu44tswp/Nussbaumer_CC2012.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/91b1oyxhyl0y9el/AAAQeND_jxCRQSPt43wN1reIa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/k0ek3h5fsr0yecp/lecture02.key?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1yw1qa726fuggcp/AACxJyfJW1EQAhfkgDJs5irka?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/k0ek3h5fsr0yecp/lecture02.key?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/phjhet143dlxl4g/Crowley2000.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h8td42zok59pqs0/Lecture05.key?dl=0


• Reading: Please read Mann et al. (1998), and write a two paragraph response
to the paper that includes a summary of their methods and results, as well as a
consideration of the strengths and weaknesses of their approach. This paper will
be used a starting point to discuss other proxies of past changes in climate, and
how they can be combined to map changes globally.

• Analysis: Implement a version of an energy balance model as briefly discussed
in class yesterday. An EBM example can be accessed here. Describe how the
magnitude of temperature change, rate of adjustment, and time until equilibrium
depends upon the heat capacity (C) and strength of the feedback term (beta).

• Project Proposal. Write a one to two page description of the project that you
intend to pursue for class. The description should include an overview of what
else has been done in this area, a description of the methods that you would use,
and a statement regarding the potentially most interesting outcome of your work.

Mar 11th
Proxies of forcing and response

• Lecture06.

• Reading: Mann et al. (1998)

• Analysis: Use the Bayes sensitivity scripts, (which are accessible from the link in
the ’Bayes’ folder here ), to estimate climate sensitivity from the pre-industrial
and modern period. Bayes1.m you saw in class, and Bayes2.m has three scenarios:
parts A, B, and C. Describe the implication of the two dimensional distributions
found for sensitivity and mixed layer depth and why these differ across scenarios.
Also, consider exploring other scenario having different forcing, time-intervals, or
specified uncertainties.

Mar 18th
Spring Break

Mar 25th
No class

• Continue work on Bayesian analysis assigned on March 11th and your project to
be presented next week.

Apr 1st
Volcanism, aerosols, and radiative transfer

• Lecture07.

• Present preliminary pitch (2 slides and 5 minute, email to Teddy by noon).
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rllfhrn6so33r4k/AAB7h_Ddg4yjM6aOzSn_-gN-a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zykxirzc9eeqmgi/AACabza36QCeAG8GYoYOAVPDa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/aoq973iwj6pdgcx/Lecture06.key?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4wcmnj9d9uua0ml/Mann_Nature1998.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/c2sbuv00std3lz3/AAArCpc0PDEb2d0-X-PwW-vma?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/aoq973iwj6pdgcx/Lecture06.key?dl=0


Apr 8th
Museum Visit and Ocean Heat Uptake

• Lecture08.

• Reading: Hay et al. (2016), and write a paragraph summarizing the paper,
including the mechanism by which ice mass can be inferred from ancient eclipses,
and then discuss more generally how effective this historical source of data is for
getting at earth processes.

Apr 15th
Rainfall in Africa

• Reading: Tierney et al. (2015)

• Analysis: Continue with term project; schedule independent meetings with Peter
and Teddy.

Apr 22nd
Hypothesis Hack-o-thon

• Reading: Mann et al. (2009)

• Data: historical and insturmental data folder

For our penultimate class, we will be synthesizing many of the concepts we have cov-
ered thus far in class with a Little Ice Age ’hack-a-thon’. The goal is for you to test
a hypothesis for the origins of the Little Ice Age through the analysis of one or more
datasets. As an introductory reading, please read through Mann et al. 2009. Rather
than a summary, use this paper as a jumping off point for a hypothesis that you believe
is testable based upon the datasets we have made available in the data folder. These
include Greenland ice melt records, global temperature reconstructions from boreholes,
paleo proxy temperature reconstructions for each continent by PAGES2K, the Schwe-
ingruber tree ring width and density collection of trees (mostly at high latitudes in
the Northern Hemisphere), three coral records from the Central and Eastern Pacific,
individual records from PAGES2k, and the radiative forcing reconstructions you used
for the earlier energy balance model assignment. If you are interested in learning more,
more papers describing various LIA hypotheses are included in the reading folder as
well.

Before class Monday, formulate a hypothesis on a causal mechanism for the Little
Ice Age (either on a global scale or regionally), download a dataset, and perform a
preliminary analysis. Send us a write-up describing your hypothesis, what you found
in your initial analysis, and next steps you will perform in class. Teddy will be holding
office hours from 4-6 this Thursday, and will be available to assist with any Matlab or
course questions.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/aoq973iwj6pdgcx/Lecture06.key?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/guld9osrsgk7sro/Hay_EPSL2016.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/50j32l0vfpimynw/Tierney_ScienceAdvances2015.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/uqmttf0xx09cd1l/Mann_et.al_09.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/swj2cmagwowrrvn/AABMC7vhNHqSNvnElIWDIVzUa?dl=0


Apr 29th
Final presentations

10 minute presentation.
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